
Focus Technology Solutions specializes in ROV 

inspection, data analytics, operation support and 

technical services for a range of o�shore and civil 

projects requirement. 
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ABOUT US
Western Australia based, but operated globally. 
We provide safe and efficient marine inspection services with minimal impact or downtime. Our reports can 
deliver meaningful analysis of accurate and precise sensor data. We have a successful history of Remotely 
operated Vehicle (ROV)  inspection, integrating the latest equipment to employ world-renowned techniques 
in innovative ways. With our knowledge, skills, and equipment, we eliminate diving incidents, and 
guarantee reduced costs, personnel, space, and delays. Planned maintenance schedules ensure all our 
equipment is safe and reliable.   

“Focus Subsea provided a cost effective and very safe alternative for our jack up leg and spud can inspections while we continued 
unhindered with our day to day operations on location.”
                                                                                          Bill Smith,  Sri Lankan Rig Manager
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Subsea Inspection Package
Focus Technology Solutions has proven experience in subsea asset and infrastructure inspection. Our 
subsea inspection package delivered quick mobilisation, significant cost savings for inspection campaign in 
Australia and around the world.  
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Applications

Description 

 
GVI & CVI of subsea pipeline, platforms and associated structures

CP/FMD/UT tesing on pipeline and platforms

MBES imaging/profiling on pipeline and seabed 

3D photogrammetry/laser scanning on subsea structures 

Rotary brush/Water jetting for spot cleaning 

Gas & soil sampling 

Gas leak detection

Sub-bottom profiling 

 The industry standard for observation class ROV 

A high power vehicle very capable in high currents 

Fully containerised system with integral crane uses minimal deck space 

Can be deployed from a small vessel of opportunity at a fraction of the cost of a 
conventional inspection vessel. 

Typical subsea inspection equipment: 
Seaeye Falcon ROV (x2) 
(Optional) Djinda ROV (x1) 
HD camera (x2) 
LED lights (x2) 
Obstacle avoidance sonar (x1) 
Single Function Manipulator (x1)
CP/FMD/UTM (x1) 
MBES ready (x1) 

 

Pipetracking system ready (x1) 
Kevrek Crane (x1)
300m Umbilical & spare (x1) 
ROV control container (x1)
(Optional) Workshop container (x1) 
(Optional) HP water jet/rotary brush 


